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The small lens is seen on both model 50 and the Ironman. Note also the inverted circular arch digital display
frame design on the model 50, compared to the frame design of the other two models. The Microsoft logo
appears at the top, while the Datalink logo appears at the bottom for model All three models are water
resistant to m. Although there are other watches capable of storing all kinds of data, most had either a small
keyboard [16] or buttons, [17] which could be used to input data. The keyboard was tiny, and the buttons had
to be pressed repeatedly to select letters from the alphabet, making data input difficult and tedious and
decreasing the toughness and water resistance of the watch. The absence of a data input interface made the
watch compact, and reduced points of possible water entry. Optical sensor[ edit ] The watch had a small lens
at the top of its face used for data transmission by visible light. For the Datalink 70 model, the time needed to
download seventy phone numbers was about twenty seconds. To download the settings to these early models,
the user was prompted to choose the relevant watch model number. For example, the model could store a
maximum of phone numbers if nothing else was stored. In time display mode, the dot matrix portion of the
display showed the day of the week to the left, and the time zone to the right. The default time zone was
indicated as TZ1 time zone 1 , and was fully user customizable to designate any city in the world, usually
using IATA naming conventions. The earlier Datalink models featured dual time zone settings. Cosmonaut
Maksim Surayev wearing the Timex Ironman Triathlon Datalink model during Expedition 22 21 January The
earlier models included many PDA-type functions such as anniversaries, appointments and phone directory,
but did not have functions such stopwatch and timer. They had five alarms. The number of alarms increased to
10 in the new series. The new features came at the expense of some older ones. For example, the
"Anniversary" and "Appointment" modes of the previous Datalink models were no longer available, and the
number of phone entries for the Ironman Datalink was reduced to 38, from a maximum of of the older
Datalink model This feature enabled the user to create short lists for various tasks, and import wristapps,
special programs with custom applications which could be added to the watch. The display of the new series
had the same architecture as that of the older models. As with the earlier models, the Triathlon Datalink
included dual time zones with local time selectability. Its battery life was approximately three years under
normal use. The red LED can program the watch by blinking and is visible on the saucer portion of the adapter
to the right of the serial port connector With the advent of portable computers which use active matrix LCD
screens which did not refresh like CRT monitors and therefore could not be used for data transfer, [22] in ,
Timex introduced a notebook adapter that incorporated a red LED and connected with the laptop through the
serial port. In addition, systems running on Windows versions other than Windows 95 or Windows 98, such as
Windows NT , [33] no longer offered the option of CRT synchronization, making the use of the adapter a
requirement even for desktop computers. Apart from their external appearance, and the fact that the sport
edition is water-resistant to m, while the dress edition is water resistant to 30m, the two models had identical
operational specifications. Astronaut Daniel Tani wearing two Datalink USB watches during Expedition 16
Although initially a mild disappointment for the wireless datalink purists, it gained widespread acceptance,
because, although now tethered to the computer through the USB port during data transfer, the new watch
featured greatly improved data transfer rates, greatly increased memory capacity and many additional and
customizable modes of operation, as well as two way communication between watch and computer. The new
USB models are water resistant to m for the sport version and 30m for the dress version and their battery life
is approximately two years under normal use. The pixels of the invaders appear slightly blurred upon picture
magnification because of the animation of the aliens. The faint pixels diagonally to the left of the defender
block are pixel traces of alien missiles. This Datalink model is waterproof to 30 m The Datalink USB supports
software programs developed specifically for the watch. This application can facilitate the import of any
independently developed wrist app into the Datalink USB computer interface, and thus make it part of the
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downloadable program menu in the GUI of the watch. Only a small section at the top right corner uses a
nine-segment display layout. Screen saver[ edit ] Among the many programs and utilities which have been
developed for the watch, such as football schedules, weather reports and others, there is also a screen saver
which blanks out the display of the watch on the minute or the hour, appropriately called Screen Saver â€”
Blank. It is accurate to within one day in years. The arrow below the moon phases points to the exact phase.
The ball is close to the net at the center. The paddle moves using the crown. The screen saver activates
automatically when the display is at: For instance during Expedition 1 the crew log for January mentions:
Many thanks to the folks who got this up to us. It seems we each have a different version of the datalink
watch, and of course, the software is different with each. All this is a pretty good argument for training like
you are going to fly-we should have caught this one ourselves in our training work on the ground. Missed a
whole comm. Cosmonaut Mikhail Tyurin , Expedition 14 flight engineer with the Test of Reaction and
Adaptation Capabilities TRAC experiment in the Destiny laboratory of the International Space Station
wearing Datalink model in January Cosmonaut Yuri Gidzenko , Expedition One Soyuz commander wearing
Datalink model As 5A is now delayed, we would like to request the "timex" watch software if it is available
on the ground-a file that can be uplinked to us. This will help us manage our day as we can load comm. We
copy the request from Houston on the timex watches. We will keep using the ones we have onboard-there are
some workarounds we can apply that will help the limited "alarm" situation. As a heads-up to Exp 2, any plans
to use the timex download capability should include more laptop IR transmitters. We have 1 onboard, but
more will be required if the next crew wants to fully use this capability. Cult and popular culture[ edit ]
Ironman Datalink with velcro strap Due to its unique features and long tradition of innovation and utility, the
Datalink watch line has achieved cult-like status among technically minded people. In addition, many websites
are dedicated to the programming and information exchange among its many fans. Yahoo groups also exist for
fans and software developers alike, especially for the latest Datalink USB series.
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Kingston, Pennsylvania, Ships to: The unit is in near mint condition with the box showing some wear from
storage. Please make sure you look at all the pictures and read the description before bidding as the pictures
are also part of the description. Payment Payment is expected with in 3 days at the close of auction. If for
some reason you can not pay for your item with in that time frame please notify me. I will do my best to work
with you to help resolve the situation. We accept pay pal only in accordance with the up coming new e-bay
policy. Some item are pick up only as they are to large to ship. Fixed price and buy it now are immediate
payment. If after 3 days your payment has not been made, we will file a unpaid item case against you and put
you. If the item still has not been paid for once the alotted time in accordance with eBays rules on unpaid
items has passed, we will close out the case and receive our fees back. Only then will we put you on the
blocked bidders list so you will not be able to purchase any items from us again Shipping We offer many
shipping options for your convenience. Under the bidding area your will see the shipping details, click on the
"details" icon and this will show the available options to you. We ship all packages based on weight and size
only. EBay does the calculation on what the package should cost We do not control the cost of what the
shipping services charge so we kindly ask so not penalize us for this. All shipping is done with a 1 day
handling time in accordance with the terms we have with ebay. All payments that are made by 7am EST will
be shipped the same day. All others will be shipped the following day. We do offer combined shipping when
allowed on most of our items. If you have purchased multiple items, we kindly ask that you wait to receive a
updated invoice so we can pass the discount on to you. If we find that we can ship your package to you faster
at or near the same price you paid, we reserve the right to change shipping services with out notice unless
specifically requested by you. There never will be any addition charge to you for this. If there is a problem
with your item we ask that you contact us first before opening a return case and let us address your concern.
By placing a bid or purchasing through BIN, you are agreeing to our terms as well as eBays terms. About Us
All of items are brought to you from various outlets including estates, cleanouts, auctions and markets. We
travel through out the Northeast area searching for many of these treasures. We try to describe our items to the
best of our ability but we ask to please use the pictures as a reference as they clearly show the items condition.
If you are looking for something in particular, drop us a line and we will see if we can find it for you Contact
Us Please feel free to ask us any question about any of our items. We are here to service you. Get images that
make Supersized seem small. THE simple solution for eBay sellers. Looks to have not been used Please see
auction description for more details and pictures, Model: Very high amount of views. High amount of bids.
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Timex Datalink The model with steel bracelet model in PC-communication mode. The Microsoft logo is also
visible. The wave pattern below the Microsoft logo indicates that the watch is water resistant. The leather strap
version of the watch model was worn by commander William Shepherd during Expedition 1 and cosmonaut
Mikhail Tyurin , Expedition 14 , on the ISS Timex Datalink or Timex Data Link is a line of early
smartwatches manufactured by Timex and is considered a wristwatch computer. There had been an evolution
over the years as to the number and type of entries that can be stored in the various watch models as well as
the mode of data transfer between computer and watch. At the time of its introduction the watch was
considered high-tech. The small lens is seen on both model 50 and the Ironman. Note also the inverted circular
arch digital display frame design on the model 50 compared to the frame design of the other two models. The
Microsoft logo appears at the top while the Datalink logo appears at the bottom for model All three models
are water resistant to m. Newman on STS Although there are other watches capable of storing all kinds of
data, most had either a small keyboard [14] or buttons [15] that could be used to input data. The keyboard was
tiny, the buttons had to be pressed repeatedly to select letters from the alphabet, making data input difficult
and tedious and decreasing the toughness and water resistance of the watch. The absence of a data input
interface made the watch compact, and reduced points of possible water entry. Optical sensor The watch had a
small lens at the top of its face used for data transmission by visible light. For the Datalink 70 model the time
needed to download seventy phone numbers was about twenty seconds. To download the settings to these
early models the user was prompted to choose the relevant watch model number. For example, the model
could store a maximum of phone numbers if nothing else was stored. In time display mode the dot matrix
portion of the display showed the day of the week to the left and the time zone to the right. The default time
zone was indicated as TZ1 time zone 1 and was fully user customizable to designate any city in the world,
usually using IATA naming conventions. The earlier Datalink models featured dual time zone settings.
Cosmonaut Maksim Surayev wearing the Timex Ironman Triathlon Datalink model during Expedition 22 21
January The earlier models included many PDA-type functions such as anniversaries, appointments and phone
directory, but did not have functions such stopwatch and timer. They had five alarms. The number of alarms
increased to 10 in the new series. However the new features came at the expense of some older ones. For
example, the "Anniversary" and "Appointment" modes of the previous Datalink models were no longer
available and the number of phone entries for the Ironman Datalink was reduced to 38 from a maximum of of
the older Datalink model The display of the new series had the same architecture as that of the older models.
As with the earlier models, the Triathlon Datalink included dual time zones with local time selectability. Its
battery life was approximately three years under normal use. The red LED can program the watch by blinking
and is visible on the saucer portion of the adapter to the right of the serial port connector With the advent of
portable computers that use active matrix LCD screens which did not refresh like CRT monitors and therefore
could not be used for data transfer, [20] in , Timex introduced a notebook adapter that incorporated a red LED
and connected with the laptop through the serial port. In addition systems running on Windows versions other
than Windows 95 or Windows 98, such as Windows NT , [31] no longer offered the option of CRT
synchronization, making the use of the adapter a requirement even for desktop computers. Apart from their
external appearance and the fact that the sport edition is water-resistant to m while the dress edition is water
resistant to 30m the two models had identical operational specifications. Astronaut Daniel Tani wearing two
Datalink USB watches during Expedition 16 Although initially a mild disappointment for the wireless datalink
purists it gained widespread acceptance because although now tethered to the computer through the USB port
during data transfer, the new watch featured greatly improved data transfer rates, greatly increased memory
capacity and many additional and customizable modes of operation as well as two way communication
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between watch and computer. The new USB models are water resistant to m for the sport version and 30m for
the dress version and their battery life is approximately two years under normal use. The pixels of the invaders
appear slightly blurred upon picture magnification because of the animation of the aliens. The faint pixels
diagonally to the left of the defender block are pixel traces of alien missiles. This Datalink model is waterproof
to 30 m The Datalink USB supports software programs developed specifically for the watch. Only a small
section at the top right corner uses a nine-segment display layout. Screen saver Among the many programs
and utilities which have been developed for the watch such as football schedules, weather reports and others,
there is also a screen saver that blanks out the display of the watch on the minute or the hour, appropriately
called: Screen Saver â€” Blank. The arrow below the moon phases points to the exact phase. The ball is close
to the net at the center. The paddle moves using the crown. The screen saver activates automatically when the
display is at: For instance during Expedition 1 the crew log for January mentions: Many thanks to the folks
who got this up to us. It seems we each have a different version of the datalink watch, and of course, the
software is different with each. All this is a pretty good argument for training like you are going to fly-we
should have caught this one ourselves in our training work on the ground. Missed a whole comm. Cosmonaut
Mikhail Tyurin , Expedition 14 flight engineer with the Test of Reaction and Adaptation Capabilities TRAC
experiment in the Destiny laboratory of the International Space Station wearing Datalink model in January
Cosmonaut Yuri Gidzenko , Expedition One Soyuz commander wearing Datalink model As 5A is now
delayed, we would like to request the "timex" watch software if it is available on the ground-a file that can be
uplinked to us. This will help us manage our day as we can load comm. We copy the request from Houston on
the timex watches. We will keep using the ones we have onboard-there are some workarounds we can apply
that will help the limited "alarm" situation. As a heads-up to Exp 2, any plans to use the timex download
capability should include more laptop IR transmitters. We have 1 onboard, but more will be required if the
next crew wants to fully use this capability. Cult and popular culture Ironman Datalink with velcro strap Due
to its unique features and long tradition of innovation and utility the Datalink watch line has achieved cult-like
status among technically minded people. In addition many websites are dedicated to the programming and
information exchange among its many fans. Yahoo groups also exist for fans and software developers alike
especially for the latest Datalink USB series. Beyond wristwatch computers are computer chips implanted
directly into human bodies. McKenzie 11 April Retrieved 18 November First business-productivity
application to incorporate multimedia Word 2. First major word processor to offer drag- and-drop 1
IntelliSense: First "intelligent" user-assistance technology Microsoft-Timex DataLink First watch to accept
information from a computer. Conklin 20 July Cases in the Environment of Business: Retrieved 17 November
Retrieved 15 July This updated version, featuring a software program developed in conjunction with
Microsoft, included WristApps, an application capable of downloading data. Timex Data Link system
downloads and stores up to names and numbers. Developed in conjunction with software giant Microsoft and
chip-maker Motorola, the Data Link allows you to easily transfer information from your computer to your
watch. Fred Fishkin with Bootcamp February 11,
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